Abstract. Let B (x) be the number of ones in the binary expansion of x. A "digitaddition series" is a sequence v, < y2 < v3 < . . . , where yl is a given positive integer and y" + 1 = y" + B(y") for n = 1,2,....
1. Introduction. For positive integers x, let B(x) denote the sum of the digits in the binary expansion of x. For example, the binary expansion of 13 is 1101, so B(13) = 3. A sequence of integers.y, < y2 < y3 < . . . is called a "digitaddition series" if Such series have been studied by Kaprekar [7] , [11]- [14] and others [ I ]- [ 10] , [15]- [18] . Much attention [7] , [10]- [14] , [17]- [18] has been given to selfnumbers, the integers that are not of the form x + B(x). However, the asymptotics of digitaddition series seem to have been neglected. M. Gardner [7] points out (for the corresponding problem in base ten) that no simple formula seems to be known for the sum
We prove O-3) S(#!)~02/4)(log/i)/(log2), and in fact a bit more. We remark that the right side of (1.3) is independent of yv Here f(n) -g(n) has the usual meaning, that lim fin)/gin) -» 1 as n -» oo.
We first show that the sequence ym grows "slowly" by obtaining a crude upper bound forjm. Next, we note that if x is a "typical" integer, then fi(x) is approximately (log2 x)/2. Thus, since the sequence ym grows "slowly", most of its terms must be "typical" integers, and hence ym is approximately 2™=1(log2 x)/2 ~ im log2 m)/2. To carry out the details we use the inequality in z, yields
The trivial bound 5(x) < x, together with (1.1), yieldsym < 2"yv Thus, from (3.2), we find that Then for m > m0 we have from (3.4) and (3.5) that (3.6) 1 < y., < ym < 3/ for 1 < / < m. From (3.5) it is easy to obtain (3.14) m log m < t < tn log w + 0 (m log log w).
Hence (3.15) ym < (w/2)log m + 0(w(log m log log w)1/2).
We now use the same method to obtain a lower bound for ym. This time define u by (3.16) u = T/2 -A and let 5 = s(t, A) be the number of integers >> such that 1 < y < 37 and (3.17) B(y) < u.
Then (note that (J) = (TT-j)) we have (3.18) 5< 2 (7) <67exp{-2A2/T}.
By choosing A exactly as before, we obtain ym > u{m -1 -s) <-> ={^+0({108,l08,og,)1,)}{_i_+0(_i_)j.
We conclude from (3.19) and (3.14) that This completes the proof.
Remarks. Theorem 2 cannot be improved to
We also remark that the second difference of ym is unbounded from below. In fact, the inequality (4-2) ym+, -2ym + ym_, < -log w + 4 log log w holds infinitely often. Both of these assertions are easy consequences of the fact that when the digitaddition series goes past 2" -1, the number of ones in the binary representations of the ym drops precipitously. We omit the details. Much more than the negation of (4.1) is proved below. Some open questions: (1) Is \ym -(w/2)log m\/m unbounded? (2) Is Biym+X) -Biym) unbounded from above asm-> oo? (3) Does the second difference of a digitaddition sequence attain every integer value infinitely often? It is also of interest to determine whether the answers to these questions depend on the choice of yv It is conceivable [2] , [3] , [8] that for any two digitaddition sequences yx < y2 < ... and y\ < y'2 < ... there exists an integer k depending only on y{ and y\ such that y'n + k = yn for n sufficiently large.
In connection with question (1) we remark that the error term of Theorem 2 is in fact S7(m1_f!) for any e > 0. This was pointed out by Paul Erdos; the main idea of its demonstration which follows is also due to Professor Erdos.
The proof of Theorem 2 is valid, with no essential change, for any recursion of the form A direct application of Theorem 2 yields (4-5) 2"<ym<yUm<2"+1.
Thus for h <Am we have thatym + h = 2" + zh whereym = 2" + z0 and 
